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Abstract—This article describes the implementation of an intelligent agent that provides recommendations for educational resources in a virtual learning environment (VLE). It aims to support pending (undeveloped) student learning activities. It begins by analyzing the proposed VLE data model entities in the recommender process. The pending student activities are then identified, which constitutes the input information for the agent. By using the attribute-based recommender technique, the information can be processed and resource recommendations can be obtained. These serve as support for pending activity development in the course. To integrate this technique, we used an ontology. This served as support for the semantic annotation of attributes and recommended files recovery.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In general, many virtual courses today offer copious resources and tools that serve as support in online learning processes. The vast amount of resources registered in some course offers indicates that we should examine other didactic strategies that offer more personalized attention by means of technological tools. These learning support tools help reduce the excessive burden of teaching responsibilities. It is important to know; therefore, what resources are available and which resources are the most adequate means for carrying out a specific activity. In order to solve this problem, we require a recommender agent that supports the capacity of developing tasks, such as suggesting new topics and recommending activities and services according to user priorities [1]. One study shows that there are two ways of achieving this: first to predict if a product is going to be accepted by users and second to recommend products based on the likes and preferences of users [2]. The application of this concept in the educational area and particularly in open educational resources implies that the learning environment ought to be able to recommend resources and activities based on student learning preferences and needs. Recommender systems in [3]'s work discusses personalized and real-time assistance by harnessing resources according to student requirements in an educational environment, thereby developing learning activities.

An important activity when recommending resources in virtual courses is to choose the most adequate resources to solve the proposed activities in a specific course. In this case, it is necessary to determine the relationship with the task being carried out and to identify those resources that contribute to the development of such an activity.

Therefore, when designing recommender systems, it is important to establish the goals of such a system. Once the recommender system objective is established, it is important to think about the most adequate techniques for its development. This is achieved by reviewing current theories of recommender systems. There are many different techniques as can be seen in [4]-[6].

It is important to select the most adequate techniques when considering the usage of the proposed agent in the virtual learning environment (VLE). This paper begins with a theoretical revision of how recommender systems are evaluated in the educational context and their functionality. Different recommender techniques are also reviewed. Then, data from the entity-relational model of the VLE are analyzed together with the course activities performed by students. Finally, we present the proposed agent architecture and the results of the implementation in the VLE.

II. RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS IN AN EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT

Recommender systems or agents today constitute a useful alternative for providing personalized support to system users. They are also being used for providing feedback to the user [7].

In [8], there is a description of user experiences with recommender systems. It covers the essential elements of the definition of a recommender system and information about how and when to implement it. This information can be determined after analyzing student feedback. Another model is proposed in [9], which describes learning objects in a personalized recommender system for students using e-learning systems.

In e-learning scenarios, recommending strategies can be proposed in order to suggest activities to the students. For example, incorporating learning activities, consulting educational material or using any other resources that enable students to enhance and improve the learning process.

Generally speaking, recommendation scenes are established by setting rankings to those items that are visited by specific users. The items with the highest ranking are then selected for making the recommendation. Therefore, a recommender system can be defined as a group of users represented by C, and S – where the latter is represented by a group of items that are to be recommended (in our case these items would be the educational resources), and a utility function, which is represented by u, which determines the usefulness of the item to the user: u: C x S -> R, R is an ordered group of integers or
non-negative real numbers that are in a certain rank [5]. That is why each user belongs to C, and an item belongs to S, thus maximizing the usefulness to the user. This usefulness can be defined by scoring (ratings) and the user preference measure for the item. In our study, the ratings can be replaced by the semantic relationship between the resources and the activities, which are carried out by the students.

Nevertheless, in an educational environment, the complexity of the item is due to the vast amount of knowledge and learning activities related to the courses in the virtual environment, as well as the different preferences for specific resources or services, etc.

Thus, in [8] there is a model for generating recommendations in an educational environment. This research work selects those elements that comprise the recommender agent, namely:

**Category:** This is related to the scope of the recommender system. Some categories can be established according to the context and the objectives of the recommender system. In this case, the category is determined by the objective of the recommender agent, thus providing recommendations to support learning activities.

**Technique:** Technique is the essential part of the recommender system since it is used to maximize the usefulness of each item for the user. Although there are several techniques and classifications, the most adequate ones are selected for this case. Among the different recommender techniques available, the one based on attributes was selected. For the sub-type of this technique, we used the one based on knowledge.

**Origin:** The origin determines the source of the recommender system; it is linked with the category and depends on the context where the recommender system is used.

**Applicable Conditions:** These are related to the environment characteristics and determine whether it is necessary to propose a recommendation or not. The conditions for this would be determined by the interaction between the student and the program and the availability of educational resources in the university course. The recommendations are provided when the student enters the course and reviews the pending activities.

### A. Recommender Techniques

The recommender systems help to filter and present information, which depends on both the technique that is being used and the students’ preferences. In this way, a personalized service is achieved. Furthermore, it makes it easier to explore the system.

There are various classifications of recommender techniques that focus on the previous methods [5]. The requirements, techniques and the initial model of a personal recommender system for lifelong learning students are described in [10]. In this work, the authors propose a combination of personalized recommender techniques for learning activities in the context of e-learning.

Based on what has been reviewed in previous work, these recommender techniques can be classified as follows:

**Content Based:** The systems using these types of algorithms are designed to recommend items that consider the individual characteristics of elements [11].

**Collaborative Filtering:** This enables recommending items to be utilized by users with similar profiles [12], likes, and preferences. These systems make it possible to identify elements based on similar users’ opinions for making recommendations. However, this technique is not the most adequate for the proposed agent as it requires users to rate several items, that is, to generate a recommendation and ensure that the program adheres to the recommendations with similar likes.

**Hybrid Systems:** These combine both techniques: collaborative filtering and content based [13].

There is another classification based on the algorithm used for doing the prediction, which is:

**Model Based:** The model based systems use information according to the user and establish a model to generate recommendations.

**Memory Based:** This technique uses all the available information to generate the recommendation.

For this work, it was necessary to select the best technique for our context. Taking as a reference research papers [4], [6], [10], it could be determined that the memory-based techniques are the most adequate for the educational environment. An analysis of the techniques belonging to this classification was performed whereby the most suitable would become the attributes based on knowledge. Consequently, they could be applied to the agent because they facilitated the inclusion of non-related characteristics and helped to map the user needs of the item (resources). In [4], the capacities of these techniques are developed by determining several sub-types and establishing the knowledge-based technique such as sub-types of the attribute based technique—both of which are convenient for the recommender agent.

### III. DESIGN SOLUTIONS

The proposed recommender agent aims to provide support to students involved in the Virtual Learning Environment at the Universidad Técnica Particular de Loja (UTPL), that is via the recommendation of educational resources that can be used to develop learning activities that have yet to be carried out by the students (pending activities). Within this context, the first phase is the analysis of the virtual learning environment and the identification of pending activities.

For the recommender process it is necessary to have a semantic component and information recovery techniques, which aid semantic annotations, the extraction of information about pending activities and the inference of educational resources that are recommended to students. The agent is implemented in the virtual learning environment via web services, which facilitate communication with the components of the proposed architecture.
IV. REVIEW OF THE VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT AT UTPL

The Virtual Learning Environment at the UTPL provides support to the students in the distance education program. This VLE is based on Moodle, which has been adapted to the institution’s needs.

In the VLE, each course has an announcement area with different topics. This is also where the student activities can be added. There are several options for uploading student activities in VLE, including questionnaires, forums, resources, and exercises.

An Open Educational Resources (OERs) section was incorporated in the VLE. When using the VLE, specific tasks and forums are selected by the teacher. These are the ones that the UTPL teacher should incorporate into his/her classes:

Tasks: these are proposed by the teacher. Students can’t see the other students’ tasks unless they are in a group; different task formats can be uploaded.

Forums: these facilitate interaction and discussion between the teacher and students, and also between other students. There are different types of forums, but the most common is the open forum where the teacher suggests a topic and then students interact online and post their answers.

It is important to identify which teacher proposed activities and which activities have not yet been developed by the student. When the teacher does this, he/she can decide which tasks should be carried out and also recommend some useful resources.

V. PENDING ACTIVITY DETECTION IN THE VLE

In order to identify pending student activities two different courses were used as a sample. These courses corresponded to the April - August 2013 academic period. The students’ work was then monitored. Next, we determined the activities using the available tools and services of the VLE. To analyze the students’ online activities, we examined information from the main ‘entities’, thus linking students, courses and activities. This enabled us to determine the number of times the student participated in a learning activity like a forum or a task. The registered entities refer to forums (mdl_forum_discussions) or tasks (mdl_assignment_submissions) that were subject to modifications.

In this sense, the intervening entities in this interaction are users, courses, tasks and forums. We observed the relationship between the user table containing the student information and those registering the students’ participation in forums and course activities.

After that, we determined whether a student participated in tasks or forums. These were registered in the tables: mdl_forum_discussions and mdl_assignment_submissions. Consequently, they are identified as student pending activities.

To remind the students about the pending activities for the course, it was necessary to create a section in the VLE to display these online activities for students.

Additional support was provided by means of learning resource recommendations for the above-mentioned activities, so as to contribute to the development of course activities and to improve the learning process by providing appropriate resources.

That is why a recommendation technique based on the attributes of these activities is required. Besides, a semantic focus helps establish the relationship between the educational resources and the pending activities.

A. Ontologies Used as Recommendation Support

For pending tasks, semantic annotations are required to describe the recommended files. For this, a KIM tool ontology called KIMO was used, where new entities and files were saved according to the annotations.

KIM has several APIs which are used by the recommender agent. APIs facilitate semantic annotations and recommendations. Moreover, KIM offers a complete set of knowledge management tools.

After considering KIM’s characteristics, the next step was to integrate this technology with the recommender agent so as to include the semantic element. This was necessary for recovering files and for describing the pending tasks in the VLE courses.

VI. RECOMMENDER AGENT

According to [14], an agent can be described as an entity capable of performing a specific task using or processing well-structured information. The agent structure is then presented with the intervening components to generate recommendations.

The characteristics of this scheme are described below:

Environment: This refers to the environment where the agent works. In this case, it is the VLE and where the recommendations’ interface is utilized.

Perceptions: These are the perceptions of the agent comprising the stored information log files. They contain information about the pending activities carried out by the students and the educational resources that are going to be recommended.

Actions: In this case, the recommendations are the resources to be used for developing the activity. The actors are the elements proposed by the agent containing the results, which are then used to process the information. Here, the interface

1 http://www.ontotext.com/kim
represents the location where the agent displays the educational resource recommendations.

Moreover, the agent uses a Kim platform for semantic processing and metadata information transformation.

VII. PROPOSED RECOMMENDER SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Based on the recommender system models and techniques for educational environments reviewed in the state of art, we proposed a scheme to provide a global view of the functional agent using the following architecture:

The above architecture shows how the agent interacts with VLE and the Kim platform to develop the semantic components. In this example, the VLE provides information about the students’ pending activities and details related to the educational resources.

During this stage, the agent makes the semantic annotations and recommendations using the Kim platform and two web services.

For the annotation component, the agent describes both the pending activities and the educational resources to be saved in the Kim repository. It saves both the entities and the documents. The web service that performs this task is called the ‘annotator’.

For the recommendation component, the web service recommender agent intervenes in this process. After making the semantic annotations, it does a semantic search in the OERs entities and recovers them with the aim of offering an online resource recommendation for the various student activities.

The elements comprising this architecture are:

A. Pending Activities Module

Here, all the pending student activities are detected. That is why a module has been created to display these activities for the student. This module is added to the interface that displays the resource recommendations for each pending activity.

B. API-KIM Platform

In order to accomplish the semantic annotation function and ensure the information recovery, it is necessary for the Kim applications to be accessed by means of the two previously-mentioned web services.

The Kim platform APIs to be accessed are the following:

- Semantic Annotation API service: This is integrated with the recommender system with the aim of invoking semantic annotation processes. Two main methods can be distinguished.
- Document Repository API service: This saves every file that is recovered with methods like loadDocument or getDocument.
- Semantic Repository API service: Its function is to record the semantic information like RDF. The service allows users to search and to modify the repository.
- Entity API service: It allows users to integrate the whole semantic information of a given entity with only one call.
- Query API service: By means of this service, we can submit complex queries both to the semantic repository and to the files repository. It combines a query function of the Document Repository API and the Semantic Repository API, where semantic and syntactic queries can be performed.

C. Annotator and Agent_OER Recommender Web Service

A data table is shown below with the web service methods:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>WEB SERVICE ANNOTATOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Data</td>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server (server information)</td>
<td>Connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data (resource information)</td>
<td>ER Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data (resource information)</td>
<td>Annotate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Recommend</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This service acts like an agent. Its function is to make semantic annotations of every pending activities and every open educational resource. In addition, it saves both entities and documents in the Kim repository.

The following table describes another web service used by the recommender agent:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>WEB SERVICE RECOMMENDER AGENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Data</td>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server (server information)</td>
<td>Connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity (VLE activity information)</td>
<td>Recommend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotations</td>
<td>Syntactical Query</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This service accomplishes the function of providing recommendations to the student. The first thing it does is to obtain the activities from the environment’s semantic annotations and submit a query. This query is classified first as semantic. However, if no result is obtained, a syntactical query can be done. As a result, this web service sends the recovered activity related files.

VIII. VLE RECOMMENDER AGENT INTEGRATION

To integrate this agent with the VLE, it is necessary to use two different technologies. On the one hand, there is the VLE, which is based on PHP language. On the other hand, the agent itself is based on Java.

In order to establish this communication, a SOAP communication protocol is used with a NU SOAP tool in PHP, that is, to enable the sending of messages via the protocol.

Additionally, a VLE entity is created to save the already annotated resources so as not to repeat the resource recommendation to the students.

To activate the two web services, a client was created in the VLE. This client is located in the recommendation module folder; the file is linked to the web services via the following code lines:

```php
```

A. Comments:

In the interface or recommendation module, the student pending activities are described (forums and tasks) under the title “Computer Architecture”. When clicking on each activity, the recovered resources are shown.

After the integration, some tests were done with the students in order to verify its precision for recovering relevant files for the student activities.

With the attribute-based technique, it is possible to incorporate information recovery systems. The agent in this case focuses on the most frequently used tests for this type of system. According to [15], these are called precision tests.

IX. RECOMMENDER AGENT ASSESSMENT

In order to evaluate the VLE recommender agent function, two types of tests were performed: precision and usability. These kinds of tests were applied to two VLE courses. The first one was applied to determine whether the recommended files match the student activities. On the other hand, the usability tests helped to validate the recommendation module use. That is to say, we were able to distinguish whether or not this module was user-friendly, or if there were any navigation problems.

A. Precision Tests Results

The precision value is calculated using the following equation:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Relevant Recovered files}}{\text{Recovered files}}
\] (1)

In the next table, results of document retrieval are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Activities Recovered Files</th>
<th>Relevant recovered files (activity related files)</th>
<th>Precision %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As one can see from the above table, the activity related resources were the most relevant files and were going to be recommended by the agent. For each activity, the agent recovered several files. In the case of Computing Theory, 16 files are recovered but only 14 are pending activity related.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Focusing on the obtained results, we can conclude that the recommender agent can provide some personalized support to the student in their learning activities- with an acceptable educational resources recovering precision. Moreover, it can be a starting point for agents to construct learning management systems.

Due to the different problems in each recommendation technique, some semantic web tools can be used for solving some of these problems like the “cold start”, which is related to user information (new user and new item problems).

An essential requirement for the agent function is the
environment that is used to collect information for making the necessary inferences and recovering the files to be recommended. The semantic annotation process is another indispensable aspect for this kind of system since it allows users to explore the agent functions. Otherwise, their usage would be limited.

This recommender agent seeks to satisfy the user needs by supporting learning activities. In addition, it can be applied to reduce the information over-load for the teachers in each online course in the VLE. The agent would do the tutors' work by suggesting the resources that can help the students in their learning.
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